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AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY IN BOWLS 
Gary Player famous quote: “The more I practice the luckier 

I get!” is well known. Most certainly practice still forms the 

greater part of success for most if not all successful sports-

men and women. However what motivates a player to 

practice and to keep going when the results are not imme-

diately forthcoming? 

Some will say it is the desire to achieve success that drives 

most sportsmen and women, however by far the greatest 

number never truly achieve meaningful success, yet they 

keep going, keep trying. There must be something else 

that drives certain individuals never to give up, this while 

so many fall by the wayside when they do not achieve. 

The world is full of ‘hero’ stories that motivates others and even bring a tear in the eye. Stories that 

that let us say: “Whow!” Stories that even make us feel bad or even guilty, when we see individuals 

that overcome incredible odds, or who keeps on going even when they do not have the abilities, 

opportunities that we have at our finger tips. Bowls also have their heroes that can impact not only 

on our approach to Bowls but can certainly impact on our personal lives. In our next issue of “Jack 

Up Bowls” we will bring you such a story and tell you more about a true Bowls hero! Don’t miss it! 
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The 2013 U19’s Development Tournament has come and gone. Although there was the very 

tragic death of Southern Cape player Anver Buys which certainly put a damper on the Tourna-

ment, there is no doubts that the tournament was a great success. Accolades must go first of all 

to the players who so proudly represented their Districts, for the high standard of Bowls played 

and the good, be it competitive, spirit seen on the greens. Certainly credit must go to North West 

and Klerksdorp BC, to the organising Committee, all the managers and to sponsors for making 

this tournament possible. There can be absolutely no doubt that this tournament contributes 

greatly to promote Bowls to young people and should continue at it’s future should never be in 

question. (See report on page2) 



 

“ WINNING IS NOT EVERYTHING…..IT IS THE ONLY THING—Vince Lombardi!” 

 PLAYING SHORT IN YOUR COMMUNITY 

WP CONTINUES PROUD RECORD 
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Many Clubs in our cities are surrounded by many potential bowlers living on their doorstep, but totally 

oblivious to what Bowls as a sport and the Clubs can offer. The promotion or marketing of Bowls is perhaps 

the most neglected tool in turning the declining Bowls membership around. 

It is a reality that many Clubs and their Committees, and may we  be allowed to say even our Districts, be-

lieve their responsibility to run their Clubs or Districts successfully, is limited to catering only for existing 

members. Bowls has slowly developed a public image of only being played by the ‘older or pensioner’ age 

group and driving past most Clubs when bowls are being played we cannot blame the observing ‘younger’ 

generation in giving Bowls a miss! 

 

Nobody but current Bowlers and administrators can change this perception and we need to market and 

promote Bowls as a matter of urgency. How many Clubs, reading this newsletter, actually have an active 

promotion and  marketing plan in place? Simple low cost pamphlets, an inexpensive advertisement in your 

local newspaper or ’home-adds’ may be money well spent for the future. 

 

Inviting new bowlers is one thing however! Are you ready to accommodate them, make them feel at home 

and comfortable and is your Club geared to coach them and educate them on the etiquette of Bowls? If the 

answer is ‘no’, then you are contributing to the factors threatening the future of Bowls. Do you have a de-

velopment and promotion plan in place? Remember, potential Bowlers are not going to queue up at your 

Club, so reach out into your community with information and invites to ‘fun & family’ days organised by 

your Club! 

In a humdinger U19 Development Tour-

nament, hosted by North West at Klerks-

dorp BC, WP came out on top  in a great 

fight back final, beating last years winners 

BGN and taking the Gold. 

This win brought WP’s tally since 2006 on 

to 5 Gold, 1 Silver, 1 Bronze as well as a 

Special Gold Plate award in 2007. 

 

Looking at WP’s performance in the Open 

and Senior’s Inter-Districts it is obvious 

that WP is doing something right and 

other Provinces have nothing to lose to 

consult with WP and find out what their 

secret might be.Twenty eight teams par-

ticipated , divided into a Red and Blue 

sections. Match formats were 15 Ends 

with 5 End skins, each Skin worth 2 points 

and a Four points match win, making each 

match worth 10 points. 

 

Last years winner had to settle for the 

Silver this year while Northern Free State 

took the Bronze beating JBA in a closely 

contested match. 

What many people do not realise is that 

these young players, due to the age quali-

fication, move on and need to be re-

placed with new and young Bowlers com-

ing into the sport. 

 THE GREAT POTENTIAL OF BUSINESS ‘LEAGUES’ 

Champions 2013 U19’s Western Province ’s Daniel Griebennauw, Andre Robbertse, Chad 

Cummings and Marx Fourie with their Manager/Coach on the right and BSA’s Fred Kruis on 

the left. Paul Cohen  

AWARENESS DAY 2013 
A very important if not vital Bowls 

Awareness Day is scheduled for the 26 & 

27 October 2013. Clubs can individually 

decide whether they would like to use 

either or both of the days to create an 

‘Awareness’ of Bowls. 

 

This serves as an early reminder for 

Clubs to start planning early for this 

important initiative. The theme this year 

will be: “Bowls is a Fun Carnival for the 

whole family!” 

 

So put your thinking caps on and contact 

your BSA representative for Develop-

ment (see back page) who will gladly 

assist you with ideas and draft advertis-

ing to promote  this important day.  



Any serious Bowler and Administrators 
with their feet on the ground will agree 
that Bowls as a sport faces the most 
serious crisis ever in it’s history! 

Membership is on the decline for a 
number of years with fears that the rate 
may even be escalating. Looking at loss 
of membership over the past two years, 
if not turned around, will make half of 
the 20 Districts dysfunctional in less 
than 10 years. 

Much can be said as to why this situa-
tion was allowed to developed. It 
should be analyzed, not for blame or 
criticism but as a learning exercise how 
to turn things around and not continue 
making the same mistakes. 

The situation is so serious that it justi-
fies a national initiative, spearheaded by 
the BowlsSA Executive and supported 
by all District Presidents and their 
Executives, all District Standing Com-
mittee on Promotion & Development 
and by every single Club Committee. 
Any person or Committee not sup-
porting such an initiative with meaning-
ful action and not ‘hot air’ verbal con-
cern, simply cannot have a concern for 
the future of Bowls. BSA approved 
R120,000 recently to support the 
NSCPD’s development plans through 
the Districts. 

To leave such a critical effort to rescue 
Bowls in the hands of just a sub Stand-
ing Committee is simply not going to be 
good enough, worsened if we all contin-
ue to simply repeat one ‘dying’ year one 
after the other. To simply just focus on 
current members and satisfying their 
needs, important responsibility as this 
may be, will mean the decline in mem-
bership will continue. Considering that 
80% of current Bowlers are in the 60+ 
age group, we are faced with the reality 
that the bulk of current members will 
not have Bowling needs in 20 years 
time! What then? 

The BSA AGM is not far off and it is 
hoped that this crisis facing Bowls will 
be placed on the AGM Agenda as the 
most important item to be discussed. 
Plans need to be formulated NOW, 
suggestions and solutions need to be 
carefully thought through by all District 
Presidents so that all delegates attend-
ing this year’s AGM can formulate a 
national strategy to be implemented 
uniformly throughout SA. Even available 
sponsorship and other financial re-
sources should be considered to save 
Bowls. Is their a greater need in Bowls 
today?  

All Bowlers in whatever position but 
most certainly those in administrative 
positions should think on: “It is not only 
what we do, but also what we do NOT 
do, for which we are accountable.!” 

RUIMSIG BC GETS THE BOWLS ROLLING 

The promotion of Bowls as a fun activity to be enjoyed by all ages and specifically bringing the whole family to-

gether for fun and quality time, was most effectively exploited on 1 April 2013 by Ruimsig BC in Sables on the 

West Rand. 

Inviting members to bring along friends and family of all ages and making barefoot as compulsory, the weather 

played along as members joined non-bowlers in some very competitive though light-hearted Bowls. After the 

Bowls all stayed and fraternized with a ‘bring & braai’ get together although the Club also made salads, rolls and 

braai pack available. Most importantly all had fun, enjoyed themselves and many a prospective new bowler left 

with a new and fresh idea of what Bowls can offer. What was very encouraging was to see how the ‘older’ bow-

lers made the ‘younger’ bowlers feel welcome and at home. A young golfer who at the start called it ‘old man’s 

marbles’ later had to admit that Bowls was not as easy as he thought.  

All Clubs in SA are encouraged to use every available opportunity, especially Public Holidays, to stage similar 

initiatives. All Bowlers have a responsibility to support these events and play their part in making non-bowlers 

wanting to join. 
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 THE GREAT POTENTIAL OF BUSINESS ‘LEAGUES’ 

We so often hear about ‘Business Leagues’ and many a success story has been told about the method of getting more and 

particularly younger people taking up Bowls. Within Bowls we need to organise ‘tasting’ events similar to this very success-

ful promotion method used in the food and wine industry. We simply need to get people to get a ‘taste’ of Bowls in a friend-

ly, fun and hospitable environment and the rest might just be history. Many Bowlers tell stories today of how they got bitten 

by the Bowls bug. 

 

Business Leagues, where people who still work full-time and many of them already active in sport, are given the opportunity 

to enter a team from their company of business, to test their Bowling skills against other businesses in the immediate com-

munity at times that are convenient for them and not making inroads into other family or sport commitments. It is a fact 

that people interested in sport are simply halfway hooked already once they get a taste of the competitive challenge Bowls 

offer. When they can fit it into convenient times so much the better and here after normal working hours, most Clubs can 

accommodate this during weekdays, especially in the summer when there are more daylight hours available. Clubs with 

lights have a distinct advantage but this is not critical as most of the younger age groups do not want midweek late nights or 

get home to their families too late. 

 

So games need to be much shorter and perhaps the modern concept of two sets of say 5 or 7 ends with a sudden death of 1 

or 3 ends may be ideal. A light snack being made available by Clubs afterwards while they have a drink before going home 

can further make this type of marketing bowls to business people so much more enjoyable. Clubs provide the Bowls and 

equipment with some Club Coaches, Development officers or members available to assist with the organisation and helping 

the players to get the hang of it. 

 

Depending on the number of entries, the teams play on a ‘Round Robin’ basis against each other, either one or perhaps two 

evenings per week for a few weeks. Needless to say during this time all participants should be given an insight as to what 

the Club and Bowls offers and follow-up ‘fun days’ must be planned where the Business League players are invited back, this 

time to bring their families along for a morning or day of fun Bowls. It is absolutely vital for Club Committees to build up a 

data base of names of people that may become Bowlers so as to regularly invite them to fun events at the Clubs. Many a 

Club has missed out because they do run these events but only once a year and no follow-up events. 

BOWLS IN CRISIS ! 



Bowls in SA is in trouble. Only a ‘head in the sand’ approach or an unwillingness to do something 

about it, would deny this reality. Membership data analyzed from  May 2011 through to January 

2013 reflects declining membership from between 1% and 24%! Projecting this trend into the 

future it simply means that some Districts will be unable to be viable due to too few members 

within a few years unless something is done without delay! 

Calling for all who care about the future of Bowls to accept change and to cater for the needs 

and expectations of ‘younger’ bowlers, those brave individuals who are willing and able to do 

something are walking themselves into a wall, both physical as well as mental, of the ‘older’ 

generation who simply sends out a message that they care for nothing more than to attend to 

the needs and whims of present membership of which 80% is 60+!  It is sincerely hoped that 

those in a position to bring about change and not simply try and satisfy the needs of current 

membership will have the courage, not only to go into action and become pro-active to aggres-

sively promote and market Bowls before it is too late, but to motivate their current Club mem-

bers to understand and support the need to embrace Development! 

There is enough space in the weekly time table to accommodate 

social, competitive, younger as well as new Bowlers, with weekends 

being used to offer all these categories combined enjoyment by all. 

What greater challenge faces Bowls today?- Chris Theron (Editor) 

‘TOUCHERS’  FROM THE EDITOR NSCPD 

The National Standing Committee 

Promotion and Development is com-

mitted to guide, motivate and assist 

all of the  20 Bowling Districts 

throughout SA with the development 

and promotion of the Sport of Bowls. 

The prime objective is to create a 

greater awareness of Bowls as an 

exciting and challenging sport for all 

ages and particularly as an inexpen-

sive sport for the whole family,  

supported by availability of coaching 

by qualified coaches at all Clubs. The 

development of Club administration 

and transformation is also supported 

in all communities. 

 

NATIONAL STANDING 
COMMITTEE—NSCPD 

Convenor:  

Fonny Meyeridricks—084 738189 

JBA EGB BGN Sedibeng 

 

Aloma Smith—0724698635 

WP  Boland  Southern Cape 

 

Anina Black—0767849596 

EP Border 

 

Henk Prinsloo—0825578584 

 N Free State S Free State North West 

 

 

Philip Olivier— 0726244008 

KZNCB King Fisher Port Natal 

Natal Inland 

 

Chris Theron—0829588155 

Limpopo Mpumalanga Sables 

Northern Cape 

 

 

Carmen Jacobs, playing out of  Leases Bowling Club in Sables was voted 

‘Personality of Tournament’ during the recent U19 Development Tournament in 

Klerksdorp. Coming from the Jacobs ‘Bowling Family’ of Dad Schalk, Mom Sonja 

and Sister Jezaan (who also played in the tournament, Carmen did her Club and 

Sables proud, making a statement that to be a popular bowlers takes more than 

just skill! 
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